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Ambivalent  co-operators : organisational  slack  and  utilitarian  rationality  in 
an Eastern  Nova-Scotian  fisheries  co-operative 

~ O N Y  DAVIS, SVEIN JENTOFT 

CO-OPÉRATEURS AMBIVALENTS : COHÉSION ORGANISATIONNELLE ET 
RATIONALITÉ UTILITARISTE DANS UNE COOPÉRATIVE DE PÊCHE 

DE L’EST DE  LA  NOUVELLE-ECOSSE 

RÉSUMÉ 

En nous fondant sur des études de cas, nous démontrons que le succès des sociétés coopératives de pêcheurs 
indépendants  (small-boat-fishers), dépend dans une large mesure, de leur loyautéenvers la coopérative, surtout dans 
les cas où ils  sontpeusatisfaits de la gestion de la coopérative en question. En  plus, nous démontrons que  la capacité 
de la coopérative àpromouvoir cette loyauté, que nous appelons <cohésion organisationnelles, est menacée par une 
politique du Ministère Fédéral de la Pêche qui récompense la rationalité utilitaire et individualiste. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Producer  Co-operatives  within  fisheries  have -been the  subject of considerable  interest  on  the  part of 
community  development  organisers,  fisheries  socialresearchers  and  fishermen  themselves (JACKSON, 1984; JENTOR, 
1986; POGGE, 1980; POLLNAC, 1989; SIEMENS and TRUDEL, 1984).  Co-operatives  have  been  considered  by  many  as 
an  attractive  organisational  form  enabling  independent,  especially  small  scale,  producers to capture  greater  control 
over  economic  conditions  key to their  survival.  For  instance,  fisher  participation, as collective  owners in community- 
based  business  ventures  which  buy,  process  and  market  marineresources,  enhances  the  share  captured  by  producers 
of  the  economic  wealth  generated from marine  resources. A greater  share  enhances  the  material  conditions  of  fishers, 
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their families  and  their  communities. In so doing,  this  also retains greater shares of fisheries  generated  wealth  within 
fishing  dependent  communities,  generating  spin-off  economic  activity  that  creates  employrnent  and  development 
beneficial to the entire community  and area. 

In addition,  a  co-operative  is an attractive  organisational fom to many  small b a t  producers  because it 
maintains independence. That is, in joining  a  co-operative  small  boat  fishers  envision  an  organisation  that  will both 
reinforce  and  develop  their  independence from  marine  resource  buyers  and processors as well as enable them to 
capture  an increasd share of ptential economic  wealth.  Important to their independence  is  the  co-operative  principle 
of participatory demseracy ; that  is,  participation  enables  fisher memkrs a  say  in the general  and  daily  decision- 
making processs. Consequently,  participation in decision-making  enables the memkrs to  reconcile  their day-to- 
day  concerns as clients  with  their  broader  interest as owners. 

These factors  have  important  implications  for the viability of the co-operative as a  business  venture im 
competitive  markets. As co-owners  and  active  participants in decision-making  and  management,  the  members 
become  attached  and comrnittd to the  organisation,  something that kwps the organisation  together as a  coalition in 
hard  times.  &tachmentm&es members willing to sacrifice  someof  theireconomicinterests, atlmstin  theshorttem. 
Secondly,  the  fisher’s  dual  relation to the c o q ,  as CO- owner  and  producer  (client),  kas  similar  effects. If he  loses 
as owner, he may still gain as producer  (client), and  vice  versa. A third  factor is also  important  for  the  viability  of 
the CO-op. Ownership  participation  provides  a  fisher  member  with an extra Channel for  expressing  his  dissatisfaction 
with the serviees of the co-op. He can us c<voice>>  in  addition toexit, the  latter  being  the  only  option in private  capitalist 
firms  to  which  the  fisher”s  only  relation  is as producer/client (cf. HIRSCHMAM,  1975). 

Here lies  the  real  comparative  advantage of co- operatives overprivate capitalist  enterprises.  Attachmemt,  dual 
relations  and  voice  provide  a  crshwk-absorbing  capacity>> (LOFGREN, 1972) in periods of crises, a  situation  which 
frequently occurs in the fishing  industry.  Or, to put  it in CYERT and MARCH’S (1963)  terms ; co-operatives  have 
<<organisational slacb. In private  firrns,  slack  often  stems  from  incomplete  information on  behalf  of the  producers 
of what their alternative sales opportunities are or toa time  lag in adjusting  the  aspiration-levels  to  the  actual  economic 
performance  of the organisation. In addition  to these factors,  slack in CO-ops is also  related  importantly to ideology, 
personal commitment  and  active  participation in  an organisation  which  is  literally  theirs.  It  follows  from  this  that 
fisheries CO- operatives  likely  are,  ceteris  paribus, more resistant  to  eeonomic pressure when  times are hard  than is 
the case for private fims. 

This  paper  traces the mots of the  slack  factor in ideology  and members’ attachent to  an  independent  Eastern 
Nova  Scotian fishermen’s co-operative - The  North  Bay Fishennen’s Co-op, located  at  Ballantyme’s Cove, 
Antigonish  County,  Nova  Scotia,  Canada. ‘Po what  extent  is  slack  ideal or real?  Considering  the  many  failures  of co- 
ops in  fisheries (JENTO~, 1986; POGGIE, 1980),  there  is  a  risk  that  slack  either gets lost in Lhe business  process or that 
the  slack  factor  unique to CO-ops is not  sufficient to make  thern  viable. 

In this  case  study  we  identify  mernbcrship  attachment  and how  it  is  converted  into  slack. In particular,  we 
contend  that,  in  spite  of  the  formal  aspects  of  the  co-operative  organisation  (i.e.,  dual  relations,  voice option, 
cornmitment  to CO-op principles),  slack  is  something  a CS-op cannot t&e for  granted. On the  eontrary, it ha to be 
reproduced in business affairs on a  daily bais. Crucial to the  reproduction of  ccslackn is  participatory  decision- 
making.  Fisher mernkrs have  to be involved  actively  in  deeision-making to feel  attached  and  therefore  willing  to 
make sacrifices  which  permit the co-op to  survive in the  face of adversity. 

We alsocontend  that  organisational  slack, key to the survival  and  prosperity of fisheries co-ops, is  jeopardised 
by the individualistic,  utilitarian  rationality  inherent in  and  emphasised  by  federal  government  approaches  to the 
management  of  access  and  participation  in  the srnall b a t  sctor of the Atlantic  Canadian  fisheries.  Thmugh 
regulatory  approaches such as lirnited  entry  licensing,  the  federal  government, in particular  the  Department  of 
Fisheries  and Oceans (DFO), kas  cultivated an individualistic  utilitarian  ethic  among  small  boat  fishing  captains. 
Captains, as individual owners of  fishing  effort,  only  access the “privilege” of participating in particular  fisheries 
(cg., lobster,  long-line,  crab,  otter  trawl) by  obtaining  the  pertinent  federal  licenses.  Their  ability to satisfy  individual 
livelihoodneeds is levered  by  possession of the  necessary  lieenses,  often  obtained  from  othercaptains atprices greatly 
inflated by  scarcity  created  through  strict  controls on the nurnber  of licences  issued.  Consequently,  fishing  eaptains 
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increasingly  have  assumed  a  posture  regarding  participation  and  fishing  effort  which sets their  individual  needs  and 
goals in  opposition  to  those  of  other  captains active in similar  fisheries (cf. DAVIS and  THIESSEN, 1988 ; THIESSEN  and 
DAVIS, 1988 ; SINCLAIR, 1982). That is, the  ethic of  and  economic  costs  arising  from  regulatory  mechanisms  such as 
limited  entry  licensing  directly  situate  each  individual  captain in a  competitive  posture  relative  to  other  captains.  In 
short,  public  policies  premised on the notions  that  resources  are  scarce,  and  producers  are  exploitative  maximisers 
and,  therefore, in needof  regulation,  haveproduced  thenecessary  conditions forsmallboat fishing  captains  tobecome 
maximisingexploiters  creatingresource  scarcity  through  pursuit of individual  utilities in re-defined  competition  with 
other  captains. 

Theoretically,  such  a  situation  would  be  expected  to  reduce  the  organisational  slack  within  a  captain-owned 
fisheries  co-operative  such as the  North  Bay  Fishermen’s  Co-op. The cultivation in individual  captains of utilitarian 
rationality  would  express  itself  in  judgements  and  attitudes  about  the  co-  operative’s  ability to deliver  economic 
goods, e.g.,  better  resource  prices,  business,  and  returns on share  capital.  Dissatisfaction,  voiced or not, would be 
expected to express  itself  quickly  in  reduced  loyalty,  intolerance,  and  increasing  disattachment. So, in  addition  to 
documenting  the  character of organisational  slack, we will also exh ine  the  extent to which  this  necessary  feature 
is contextualised  and  jeopardised  by  the cultivation and manifestation of individualistic  utilitarian  rationality. 
Before  we  put  these  contentions  to  the  test,  a  short  history of The  North  Bay  Fishermen’s  Co-op is in  order. 

2. THE NORTH BAY FISHERMEN’S CO-OP 

Established  in 1983, the  North  Bay  Fishermen’s  Co-op  is  the  latest  descendant  of  area  fisher  co-operatives 
first  formed in the  context of the  Antigonish  Movement.  Indeed,  Moses  Coady,  a  founder  of  the  Movement, 
personally  participated in the  initial  study  clubs  and  development of  the  original  co-operatives,  including  the S‘- 
George’s  Co-op,  established  in 1935 and  situated  at  Ballantyne’s  Cove.  The  S‘-George’s  Co-op  was  a  producerl 
consumer  co-operative  organisation. Among  other activities, it operated alobster and  fish  buying/processing  facility 
as well as a general  store  which  provided  agricultural  services  such as ploughing  and  mowing. 

In 1954-55, the fish buying  business  was  uansferred  to  the  Antigonish  Co-op  Fishermen  (ACF),  a  county- 
wide  producer  co-  operative  organised by  the  S‘-Francis  Xavier  University  Extension  Department.  Antigonish  Co- 
op Fishermen  marketcd  their  resources  through the United  Maritime  Fishermen (UMF), which was developed as an 
umbrella  organisation  within  and  through  which  local  fisheries  producer  co-operatives  could  centralise  and 
concentrate  their  marketing  and  economic  interests.  The  North Bay  Fishermen’s  Co-op  arose  from  the  ashes  of  a 
failing  ACF-UMF  business  relationship.  Once  established,  it  purchased  existing  office  and  processing  facilities at 
Ballantyne’s  Cove.  Since its inception in 1983, the  North  Bay  Fishermen’s  Co-op  has  developed  new  facilities  and 
aggressively  pursued  market  opportunities.  Today  the  co-op  has 60 members,  most  of  whom  have  previous 
experience  and  investment  with  fisheries  co-operatives.  In  the  following  we  examine  in  specific  detail  the 
characteristics  and  qualities of membership  attachment  and  participation (l). 

(‘1 The data  presented in this study was gathered  through  in- person, structured  interviewing. An interview  questionnaire was 
designed  and pre-tested. The pre-tested  interview,  objectives of the  study, and a  request for participation  were  presented to the 
Board  of Directors of the North Bay  Fisheries  Co-operative. The Board  of Directors  agreed to participate  with the study  and 
released to the  researchers the most  current  membership list, including  mailing adresses. It  was  understood that, in al1  other 
ways, the study  would  proceed  independent  of the co-operative’s  management. Once in receipt  of the membership  list  a  letter 
introducing the study,  outlining its purpose and  requesting  co-operation was sent to al1 members. 
One of the six%y-one members  listed  had  withdrawn  by the time  interviews  had  begun.  Every  effort was made to establish face- 
to-face  contacts  with  the  remaining skty members  through  repeated  visits to their  homes  and  boats  between  April  and July, 1988. 
In this manner,fifty  members  were  met and a s k d  ifthey would participate in the  study.  Forty-nine  agreed to be interviewed  and 
one declined.  Since it was essential th& as many  members  as  possible  be  included  in  the  study.  copies of the questionnaire 
accompaniedwithanerplanatoryletter,andstamped,self-addressedreturnenvelopesweremailedtotheremainingtenmembers. 
Of these, two returned  completed  questionnaires. One member  sent  back an uncompleted  questionnaire  with an enclosed  note 
indicating  a  desire  not toparticipate. In sum,fiffy-one membersparticipated  in  the study (85%) two declined (3%) and seven did 
not  respond to the  mailed  questionnaire (12%). 
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3. DIMENSIONS OF PARTICIPATION 

There are a  variety of  ways to  measure  and to describe  membership  participation. In this instance,  activities 
such as meeting  attendance,  active  participation in the CO-op's affairs as rneasured by  rnembership  involvement  with 
the  Board of Directors,  eommittees, officid delegations  and the like are considered. 

Over  ninety  percent  of the fishemen intewiewed (46 of 51) reprted tkat they  had k n  rnembers  of the co- 
op for the or more years.  In  addition,  many of the current members klonged to the fiskeries  co-operatives  whick 
preceded North Bay.  Consequently,  the v a t  majority of the membership  interviewed  have  lengthy  association  with 
and  experience in co-oprative organisations. M e n  asked  to  indicate the various reasons why  they joined the North 
Bay Fisherrnen's Co-op, 72.5% replied  that  the CO- op represented the best  opportunity  to  sell  their  catches; 62.8% 
felt the CO-op was vital to the community  and  they  wanted to support  it; 33.3% noted  that  support for cs-opratives 
is part of their  family  tradition;  and 43.1% reported  that  they  also  joined  because  the success of the  co-operative 
depended  upon the support of as many pople as possible. In addition, 25.5% of  the  rnembershipnoted  that  tkey  joined 
because the co-operative  form of organisation  gives  them  a  greater  say  in  and  benefit  from  matters  directly  conceming 
their  livelihood such as dockside  prices. 

In sum, frorn thcse responses it  is  apparent  that many of the memkrs,  as a consequence  of their previous 
experiences  with  co-operatives,  readily  support  and  have fomed very  positive  feelings  about the co-operative  type 
of organisation. Most joined for these reasons, noting  that  they chose participation in the CO- operative  over the 
available  alternative of selling their catches to a  local  private  fish  buyer. In short,  this  pattern of response suggests 
that,  by  and  large,  the  membership  expresses ccco-op eonsciousnessi in their feelings, attitudes  and  choices. 
Guriously, the breadth of the  membership's  willingness tojoin and support co-operatives  is mot replicated in the more 
direct measures of participation. For instance,  almost thkty percent of those interviewed  report  that  they  attend 
meetings  either  oecasionally,  rarely or never.  Over  sixty-six  percent  stated  that they have  never  held an official, 
elected  position  with  the  co-op (34 of 51) and  almost  sixty-three  percent (32 of 51) claimed  that  they had never b e n  
a memkr of a CO-op comrnittee or delegation. These data  indicate  that,  while  the  vast  majority of the membership 
are  committed  to  joining  and  supporting  co-operatives,  a  substantial  number are not  motivated  sufficiently to always 
attend  meetings  and  only  about one in thrw of the membrship actively  participate,  beyond  attending  meetings,  in 
the CO-op's affairs.  Moreover, the spuses and  children of CO-op members are almost  totally  uninvolved in the co- 
op. Of the married memkrs interviewal, only  a  couple  reported  that  their spouses were involved  with  the co-op. In 
addition, none of  the mernkrs interviewed had children who were  involved. 

Potentials  forvulnerability  and  crisis  evident in the dimensions of participation  are  furtherunderlined  by  direct 
measures of  membership  attachment  and  loyalty to the  co-op. For instance, when  asked  if  they  would sel1 to  another 
fish  buyer if  offered  higher  prices,  over  thirty-five  percent (18 of 51) of the members  interviewed  reported  that  they 
would  sell  to  another  buyer.  Needless  to  say,  while  a  minority of the  membership,  the  resource  supply  represented 
by this goup would  be subsmtial, especially  significant  because of the  extent to which the eo-op is a  specialised, 
seasonal venture. For the North  Bay Fiskemen's Co-op these data reveal  a fundmental vulnerability to resource 
supply. This is rooted in  both qualities of the  relationship these memkrs have  with the co-op  and  their  feelings  about 

Asidefrom this  measure of willingness  to sel1 to other  buyers, responses to several  other  questions  clearly 
indicate  the  extent to which  the  membership  has  doubts a b u t  the CO-op. Almost  sixty-seven  percent of those 
interviewed(34of51)reportedthattheyareunwillingtoputmoreoftheirfishingincomeintotheco-op.Abouteighty 
percent (4Q of 51) disagreed  with thk statement  that  rnembers  should  be prepared to surrender  income  today  in  order 

the CO-op. 
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to  encourage  long-term  success  and  over  eighty  percent (42 of 51) responded  negatively  to  the  suggestion  that  the 
co-op  management  knows  what  is  in  the  best  financial  interests of the  co-op  and its membership.  In short,  a  large 
majority  of  the  membership  is  unwilling  to  put  more  money  into  the  co-op  and  an  even  larger  majority  expresses 
suspicion  regarding  the  judgement of co-op  management,  Given  that  the  members own the co-op and  that  the  success 
or failure of the  co-op  reflects  directl y on the  members  livelihoods,  the  pattern  of  responses  here  hints  at  uneaseamong 
the  membership  and  the  potentials  of  obvious  difficulties  concerning  attachment  and  loyalty  to  the  organisation, 
thereby  jeopardising  crorganisational  slack,. 

This  situation  is  further  underlined by the  fact  that  few of the  members  are  prepared to sacrifice  aspects of  their 
individual vested interests  in  fishing  to  the  co-op.  In  their  responses to a  question  which  asked  what  they  would  be 
prepared  to  do  if  a  majority of the  co-op  membership  decided  that  the  success  of  the  co-op  required  redistribution 
of  fishing  effort,  overninety-six  percent of those  interviewed  would  refuse to surrendera fishing  license;  over  eighty- 
six  percent  would  refuse to replace  their  current  boat  with  one  that  is  smaller  and  less  powerful;  over  eighty-four 
percent  reported  that  they  would  not  voluntarily  transfer  a  license  to  another  co-op  member;  ninety  percent  claimed 
that  they  would, as individuals,  apply  for new licenses;  and  almost  seventy-seven  percent  reported  that  they  would 
refuse  to  allow  the  co-op  to hold  and distribute  licenses  and  quota.  Only in one instance,  reduction of fishing  effort 
(e.g., numberof  days  fished anaor the  amount  of gear  fished),  did aslim majority of thoseinterviewed  (52%)indicate 
a  willingness  to  sacrifice  individual  interests  for  the  benefit  of  the  co-op  and  its  membership. 

These data revcal  that,  when it comes  to  their  individual  livelihood  interests,  most of the  membership  feel  it 
necessarytomaintainanarmslengthrelationshipwiththeco-op.Withoutquestion,agoodnumberofthemembership 
are,  minimally,  unconvinced  that  the  organisation  can or should  be  trusted  to  represent  their  individual  interests. 
These  findings  contrast  sharply with  the  overall  positive  attitude  and  support  expressed  by the vast  majority of the 
members  toward  co-operative  forms of organisation.  Why  would  members  generally  in  favour  and  supportive  of  co- 
operatives  report  little  willingness to sacrifice  their  individual  interests  for  the  benefit  of  the  co-op  and  its 
membership,  including  themselves?  Could  this  be  yet  another  expression of the  classic  small  boat  fishermen’s, as 
<<rugged  individualistw,  distrust of  representative  organisations,  whatever  form  they  may  take (2) ? Are  there  aspects 
of the  North  Bay  Fishermen’s  Co-op  management  and  organisation  which  underwrite  members  suspicion  and 
hesitation? In order  to  attempt  answers  to  these  and  other  questions  we must search  out  explanations for the  causes 
of  the  membership’s  ambivalence.  Indeed,  this  ambivalence  is  expressed  even  moreemphatically bythe fact  thatover 
ninety  percent of the members (46 of 51)  report  that they feel  their  opinion  counts in the  co-op  and  fully  two  in  every 
three of  the  members  report  that  they  would  not  sel1 to another  fish  buyer,  even if offered  high  prices,  both  features 
demonstrative of “organisational  slack”. 

5. DIMENSIONS OF SATISFACTION 

To isolate  aspects of satisfaction, we  asked  members  questions  intended  to  reveal  general  feelings  about  the 
co-  operative as well as opinions  concerning  specific  aspects of its  organisation  and  operation.  The  vast  majority of 
the  membership  interviewed  reports  that  they  are  moderately  to  very  satisfied with the service  they  receive  from  co- 
op  dockside/plant  workcrs  (92.1 %) and co-op office  personnel (88.3%). Many made  a  point of emphasising  that  the 
people  and  their  work  wereof  crthebest sort>>. Eighty-two  percent  indicated  that  they  were  moderately tovery satisfied 

(2) Additional jïndings not reported in this essay  question  presumptions  concerning fishermen’s distrust of representative 
organisatiom. Thirty-one of the  members  interviewed also belong to the Maritime  Fishermen’s  Union (MFU). Generally, this 
blockisamong thosemstfavourably disposed  toward the co-operative. Yet, m s t  of the MFUmembersalsoemphatically express 
the resistance and concerns noted. Notably, the association of union membership with ardour of support for the co-operative 
challenges  assumptions  some  have  mode  concerning  the association between “class comciousness”lclasspo1itics and the form 
of representative  organisation  adopted (cf. CLEMENT, 1986). 
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with  selling to the CO-op. Apparently,  while  about one in three would  sel1 to another fish.buyer,  most are mtisfied  with 
their present arrangement. The levels of satisfaction  notably  decrease  in  association  with es-op management  and eo- 
op business  and  accounting practices. Almost  sixty-seven  percent reprted satisfaction  with  business  and  accountirng 
practices  while  under  sixty  percent (58.8%) nokd they  were mderately to very satisfid with CO-op management. 
These  data  suggest  that  a  sizable  number of members  feel  uneasy  about these two partieula aspects of the CO- op. 
Responses to  several  general  questions  sheds some light on the factors  involved  here. 

Alrnost sixty-five  percent of the membership  interview& report& tkat  the CO-op represents their needs and 
concems. Yet, about  only one in every two  of the memkrs (26 of51) elairn  that the eo-op is mtisfying their needs 
and C O R ~ ~ K ~ S .  The suggestion here is  that  while the majority of the membership  welcomes the CO- operative form of 
organisation  asrepresentative of their  needs  and concerns, many feel  that  these are notbeing satisfied through aspects 
ofcurrentpracticess.Inp~tieular,~mostfifty-five~rcentofthoseinterviewed(28of5l)elaimthatthey~enot~ing 
kept adquakly informed  about the practices  and  plans of the co-oprative. Fully  sixty-seven  percent (34 of 51) feel 
that  they m not  consulted  frequently emough about  management  and  development  plans  and  initiatives. 

These data reveal that the ambivalence of many  towards  the  co-operative  speeifically  concerns  the  perceived 
or r d  distance  that  they fml from the management  and  development  plans,  practices  and  initiatives  on-going  within 
the CO-op. A  majority of the members report they are inadequately  informed  and  insufficiently  consulted  about these 
mas. Consequently, they are saying tkat, while  they  feel  their  opinion  counts, it is  not k ing  sought  out  frequently 
enough. As a  result, the suspicion  noted exlier is rootcd, at  least to an extent, in the  feeling  that  they are not being 
integrated  adequately  in  the  decision-making processes, leaving many of the membw without  confidence in their 
knowledge  about  co-operative  affairs  and,  therefore,  uncertain  about  and  distrustful of management. 

6. ANALYSIS OF S E L E a D  CHARACTERISTICS 

In order to develop  a  better  understanding of the patterns  reported  above, members’ responses were  examined 
in relationship  to their attendance at meetings  and  whether  they felt they  were being kept  adequately  informed. 

Table 1 examines  membership  responses  in  terms of meeting  attendance.  This  information  reveals  that those 
who  attend  meetings are rnuch more likely tham those that  do mot to hold am official position  with the CO-op (43.2% 
vs. 0%); to feel theco-op mernbers are consulted  enough aboutplans and  initiatives (’90% vs. 57.1%); amd to continue 
selling to the co-op even if another fish  buyer offen them higher  prices (73.0% vs. 50.0%). This  information  clearly 
reveals the impor€amce of memkrship attendance at meetings as a  foundation  for  attachment to and  participation  in 
theco-op,  thereby  maintaining  <<organisational slackx Notably, meetingattendanceexertslittleinfluenceon whether 
or not members fml they are being  kept  inadcquately  informed  (43.2%  vs. 50.0%). 

Indeed, if anything,  regular attendamce at meetings  reinforces some members’ suspicions  about  not  being  kept 
adequately  informed, 56.8% of those  always  attending  report they feel  this way as eompared with 50% of the less 
frequent  attenders. Furthemore, always  attending  meetings exerts a  negative  influence on whether or not  members 
hi& the CO-op represents  their  needs  and  concerns.  Almost  forty-one  percent of those  always  attending  report  they 
fwl the CO-op does  not  represent  their  needs  and  concems  while  only  twenty-one  percent of the  less  frequent  attenders 
daim a sirnilar  opinion. 

It is curious  that  a  greater percentage of those  always  attending  meetings,  when  eompared  with the less 
frequent  attenders, express doubt  about the eo-op representing their needs and eoncerns, espially since  a gcmd 
rnajority of these very same memberspeport they  feel  that membcrs are consulted enough about  plans  and  initiatives 
(70.3%). This  imdicates  that,  while  those  always  attending.think  they are eonsulted enough, some of them do  not a p e  
with the direction the c o q  is taking.  However,  the  atmchment  that  most  have to the eo-op is  strong  enough  thus far 
to maintain, regardless of this  disagreement,  their  willingness to continue selling to the co-op  even if another fish 
buyer offers higher prices. 
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Table 1 - Selected  response  categories  by  member’s  reported  attendance of CO-op  meetings 
~~~~ -~ 

Response  Categories 
~~~ 

Meeting  Attendance 

Always 
(N=37) 

No  Yes 
% % 

Less Than  Always 
(N= 14) 

No Yes 
% % 

Would  sell to a  fish  buyer 
other than CO-op 

Held/hold  official  position 
with  CO-op 

Co-op  represents  needs 
and  concerns 

Co-op  members  are  kept 
adequately  informed 

Members are consulted  enough 
about  plans  and  initiatives 

73.0  27.0 42.9  57.1 

56.8  43.2 100.0 -- 

40.5  59.5 21.4  78.6 

56.8  43.2 50.0 50.0 

29.7  70.3 42.9  57.1 

Table 2 - Selected  response  categories  by  member’s  response  to  the  kept  adequately  informed  question 

Response  Category Kept  Adequately  Informed 

Informed 
(N=23) 

No  Yes 
% % 

Not  Informed 
(N=28) 

No Yes 
% % 

Would  sell  to  a  fish  buyer 
other  than CO-op 78.3  21.7 53.6  46.4 

Held/hold  official  position 
with CO-op 65.2  34.9 67.9  32.1 

Co-op  represents  needs 
and  concerns 21.7  78.3 46.4  53.6 

Members are consulted  enough 
about  plans  and  initiatives 30.4  69.7 96.4  3.6 
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The  impact on membership  attachment  and  satisfaction  of  feeling  adequately  informed is demonstrated irr the 
distribution  of  responses  presented  in  Table 2. Of those claiming they fwl adequately  informed, 78.3% report  that 
they  would  not  sel1 to another fish buyer, 78.3% feel  the co-op represents  their needs and  concerns,  and 69.7% report 
that  they thinlc members are consultd enough about  plans  and  initiatives. 

In starlc contrast, of those reporting  they  feel  inadequately  informed, 46.4% would  sel1 to another fish buyer, 
46.4% feel the co-op dws not  represent their needs  and  concerns,  and  fully 96.4% report that they think memben 
are not consulted  enough.  This  pattern  clearly  reveals  that the development  and  maintenance  of memkrship 
attachment  to  and  satisfaction  with the co-op is strongly  influenced by the extent to which  attention  is  paid  to  assuring 
the  members haveaccess, on a  continual  basis,  to  information a h u t  the organisation's  practices  and  plans. 

In order  to  explore  characteristics of  satisfaction  with co-op organisation  and  practice,  members  were  asked 
to  indicate  their  feelings  about  specific  features on a  five-point  scale, ramging  from very satisfied  through  to  very 
dissatisfied (l). The responses are pesented in Table 3. This  information  reveals  several  important  characteristics  of 
membership  satisfaction  and  dissatisfaction. To begin  with,  satisfaction  is  generally  reported  in assmiation with 
selling to the co-op. Here the  greatest  dissatisfaction  with  selling  to the co-op is registered mong those  who  attend 
meetings  infrequently (28.6%). Secondly,  members  are  divided on their satisfaction/dissatisfaction with co-op 
management,  including  the  business  manager  and  Board of Direetors.  Almost sixtypercent of those always  attending 
meetings reported satisfaction  with  management  while  a  little  under  forty  percent  claimed  to k dissatisfied.  Given 
that  confidence in  management is  a key to the  day-to-day  operation  and  long-term  success  of  organisations  sueh as 
co-operatives, the several  levels  and  specific  distribution of dissatisfaction in this  regard  represents  a specific source 
of ambivalence. 

As profiled in Table 3 a  substantial  number of those interviewed report that they are dissatisfied both with the 
sacrifices  they  have  made  and the time  they have given to the co-op. High levels of dissatisfaction are reprted by 
a  majority of those who  attend  meetings  infrequently (57.1%) for both sacrifice  and  time.  Indeed  over one in four 
of regular  attenders  also report dissatisfaction in this  regard. Here a gocd number of the membership  is  expressing 
an  awareness  of the fact  that  they  could  and  should  be  doing more for  the co-op. There  is little doubt  that  developing 
means  to  enable  increased  contributions/  participation  for  these members would  dispel  some  concerns,  raise 
satisfaction  with  management  and shore up ccorganisational  slaclm. 

Determination of the  extent  to  which  members  are prepared to give their time  and  resources as well as 
subordinate  their  immediate personal goals  to the welfare of  the co-op and  its  membership  provides  an  important 
measurement  of  member  attachment to and  understamding  of  the  organisation  and  its  purpose.  Table 4 profiles 
respnses to several  questions  intended to examine  this.  Responses to several  questions  not  included  in the table 
clearly  outline  aspects of  wkat the mernkrs are not  prepared  to  give. For inshce, 96.1 % of the  members  would  not 
transfer  a  fishing licennse to another co-op member; 86.3% wsuld  not  reduce the capacity  of their fishing  vessels; 
84.3% would mot surrender  fishing  licenses;  and 90.2% would  individually  pursue  new  licenses. In short, co-op 
members  are  not prepared either  to  jeopardise or to  subordinate  their  ability to fish, as this  is  specified by licenses 
and  vesse1 capaeity,  to  the  co-op  and  its  membership. In part, the vestd unanimity expressal here reflects the 
influence of federal  licensing  policy upon  the conditions of individual  access  to  participation  in  the  fisheries. 
Livelihoods  are  inaccessible  without  appropriate  licenses. Such a ccreality>>, attaches  individual  livelihood needd 
goals,  fïrst, topossession of federally  dispersed/regulated  licenses, rather than co-operative organisational forms  that 
are neceswily sensitive  to some notion of majority, if not  collective,  interests. The individualistie  utilitarian 
rationality  ernphatically  cultivatexi  by  DFO  regulatory  policies  delimits arenas of action  available to the  co-operative, 
especially in regard to areas such as pursuit of  member  interests  through  supply amd/or access mamagement. 
Moreover,  the Ems of reference  concerning  member  attaehments  and  expectations  will be defined, to some degee, 
by the logic of  individually  alicennsedw privileges,  countervailing  aorganisational s l a c h  However, as is apparent  in 
Table4, many  would  voluntarily  reduce  their  fishing  effort,  for  example the numkr of days fishedand/or the amount 
of gear  fished, if  this  was n~essary in order  for  the co-op to succeed.  But, an almost  equal  number  would be resistant 
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Table 3 - Measure of members’ satisfaction with the CO-op by attendance at meetings 

Attendance at Meetings Response  Categories 

Always 
(N=37) 

% % 
Satisfied  Dissatisfied 

Less Than  Always 
(N= 14) 

Satisfied  Dissatisfied 
% % 

Co-op  management 

Co-op  office  staff 

Co-op  business  and 
accounting  practices 

Selling  to the CO-op 

Time  given  to  the 
CO-op 

Members’  sacrifices 
to  the CO-op 

59.5  40.5 57.1  42.9 

89.2  10.8 85.7  14.3 

62.2  37.8 

86.5  13.5 

78.6  21.4 

71.4  28.6 

42.9  57.1 73.0  27.0 

75.7  24.3 42.9  57.1 

Table 4 - Measures of members’ attachment to the CO-op by attendance at meetings 

Attendance at Meetings Measures of Members’  Attachment 

Always 

Yes No 
% % 

(N=37) 
Less than  Always 

(N= 14) 
Yes No 

% % 
Members  should be required 
to  give  time to the  CO-op 67.6  32.4 35.7  64.3 

Would  reduce  fishing effort 70.3  29.7 57.1  42.9 

Would dlow the CO-op to 
hold/distribute  licenses 
and/or  Quotas 25.0  75.0 14.3  85.7 

I’ve put  enough  money 
into  the  Co-op 70.3  29.7 57.1  42.9 
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to  taking such a step. Those that r e p m d  they always  attend CO-op meetings are much more likely to reduce  fishing 
effort voluntarily  (70.3%)  than are those  that  attend  meetings  irnfrquently  (57.1%  would raiuce). Also, 56.5% of 
those reporthg tlnat  they are kept  adequately  informed  would  reduce  fishing  effort  while  only  48.1 % of those feeling 
inadquately informed  would  support such a masure. These data reveal  that  participation  in  the co-op (meeting 
attendance)  and  feeling  informed al1 psitively impact u p n  memkrs attachment to and  confidence  in the co-sp amd 
its purpose, to the extent  that  they  would  voluntarily  reduce  their  fishing  effort if such  a masure was dmmed 
neeessary for the success of the CO-op. 

As apparent in respons ta the question  about  allowing  the c o q  to hold  and  distribute  licenses  and quotas, 
there are rml limits  to  the  extent  that  the memben are prepared to trust  the  organisation  with  management of access 
and  participation  in the fisheries.  Although  this is generally mue, a much greater percentage of those who always 
attend  meetings  and  report  feeling  adequately  informed  would be prepared  to trust the CO-op with  access  management 
responsibilities.  Again, the importance of developing  and  maintaining  membership  attachment to and  confidence  in 
the CO-op is  apparent  here.  Membership  attachment  develops  trust  in the organisation  and  its  practices, reprducing 
and  nurturing  aorganisational  slackn. It also  cultivates  confidence in management amd membership  decisions, 
confidence  that the interest$  and  practices  of  the CO-op are  synonymous  with those of the individual  member @). 

Similar  associations are seen in  the responses to the masure concerning members’ financid commitHnents. 
Here the principle  explored  expresses  the  idea  that  the  more  attache8  to  and  confident in the co-op, the more likely 
the  members  will  closely  identify  the CO-op with  their aonomic interests  and  future.  Consequently,  members so 
disposed  should be willing to commit more of their  dollars to the CO-op. While  a  majority  of  the  members  interviewed 
indicate  that they  feel  they  have put enough money into th? CO-op, notable  differenees  in  the responses support the 
association  between  attachment  and  willingness to commit  more  financial  support. For instance,  47.8%  of those 
feeling  adequately  informed  seem  willing  to  put  more  money  into the CO-op. On the one hand,  this  information 
suggests that those who  feel  they  are king kept  adequately informai are much  more  likely toperceive their eeonomic 
interests as synonymous  with those of the co-op and, as a  result,  willing  to  commit  even greater portions of their 
earnings to the organisation. On the  other  hand,  widespread  dissatisfaction, as measured  earlier,  coneeming 
management  practices,  information  management  and  consultation prmesses without  question  would  deter  members 
from  committing  further  financial resources since they would  have  neither the confidence in nor attachrmemt to  the 
organisation.  Certainly  this  is express4 in  the  extent to which  the largest number of members, feel  that tkey hava 
put  enough  money  into  the co-op. When contrastai with member responses to the  idea  that memkrs should be 
required to give time to  the CO-op, most  think  that members should berequired to give  time to theco-op as a conditiom 
of membership.  This  is  particularly  the case for  those  who report that  they dways attend  meetings  (67.6%).  Notably, 
almost  sixty-one  percent of those who  feel  they are mot adequately  informed  thinlr  that members should  be  required 
to give  time.  Only in the case of those Who attend  meetings  infrequently  do  we see a  majority  expressing  resistance 
to this  idea  (64.3%). 

7. CBNCLUSTBM 

The description  and  discussion  presented  here  support our two  contentions. 49rganisational slackn h a  &en 
isolated  within  the  measures  of  participation  and  attachment  examined.  This is particularly  evident in the  conmast 
of relatively  high membership dissatisfaction  in  areas such as management,  consultation processes and  information 
dissemination  with  essemtially  moderate membership tendencies to feel  dissatisfied witk co-op prices and  to  report 

(3) The role that co-operatives c m  play in  the management ofaccess and participation hm been docmtnted in several situations. 
For instance.  Japanese fuheriesco-opsplay Q con%rolmnagetneit role irn distributing  Iicenses, quotas, territorialrights andson 
on (JENTOFT, forthcoming). CO-OQ participdion as agents of mnagemat kas  also been docmnted  itz  the  SoMthwestern Nova 
Scotia herringfishery (KEARNEY, 1984). 
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that they would  sell to another  fish  buyer.  For many  members,  loyalty  and  attachment  to  the CO- operative  overrides 
their  dissatisfaction  and  unease  to  the  extent that they  would  not sell to anotherbuyer, even if that  buyer  was  offering 
higher  prices.  The  evidence  presented  also  demonstrates  that  participation  in  the  co-operative is key to maintaining 
and  reproducing  "organisational  slack".  For  instance,  those Who always  attend  meetings  when  compared  with  those 
Who do  not,  report  greater  satisfaction  with  most aras  of co-op  organisation  and  operation  and  claim  to be notably 
less inclined  to  sell to other  buyers.  Remarkably,  those  members Who always  attend  meetings,  also  report  a  much 
stronger  conviction  in  regard  to  the  CO-op  not  meeting  their  needs  and  concerns.  Surely,  the  Co-existence of strong 
loyalties  and  attachments  with  negative  assessments of  needs  satisfaction  is  a  clear  indicator of organisational  slack 
particular  to  the  unique  characteristics of  Co-operatives,  representing  a  tremendous  resource  relative  to its functioning 
as a  business. 

However,  slack is not an  aspect  of  membership  attitudes  which  the  Co-operative's  management  can  take for 
granted. To the  contrary,  slack  must  be  nurtured,  maintained  and  reproduced  through  measures  that  facilitate 
membership  participation. The positive effect of this  is  evident in the  responses  of  members  whom  report  that  they 
always  attend  meetings,  while  the  consequences of failure to do  this is foreshadowed  in  the  reports of members Who 
attend  meetings  infrequently.  The  assumption on  the part of management  of  slack,  rather  than  constant  attention to 
developing  and  sustaining it, would  transform  an  organisational  and,  especially,  business  strength  into  a  lost 
opportunity,  thereby  eroding  the  economic  viability  and  threatening  the  co-operative's  survival. 

Indeed,  the  necessity  to  underline  the  conditions  sustaining  and  reproducing  organisational  slack is made  even 
more  urgent  given  the  evidence  of  membership  resistance  to  subordinating  their  individual  prerogatives in fishing 
to  insure  the  well-being of the  Co-operative  and  its  membership,  including  themselves. The almost  universal 
resistance of members  to  scenarios  such as transfemng  licenses to other  members  and  allowing  the CO- operative  to 
hold  and distribute  licenses,  clearly  indicates an  elcmental  tension  between  convictions  concerning  livelihood  self- 
interests  and  attachment  and  sublimation to the  Co-operative as the  organisational  vehicle  through  which  to  realise 
livelihood self- interests.  Here is evidence of  the individualistically-  referenced  utilitarian  rationality  cultivated  in 
DFO  access  management  regulations.  Self-interested  utilitarians  would  be  suspicious of and  resistent to a  co- 
operative, or any  other  organisation  for  that  matter, as the  vehicle  through  which  their  livelihood needs and  goals are 
met,  particularly  if  they  were  compelled  to  subordinate  some  of  their  individual  prerogative  to  an  organisation 
directed by the  judgement of its  members/owners  in  terms  of  what is in collective  best  interests.  For  instance,  the 
redefinition  of  participation  in  fishing as a  privilege  granted  individuals  by  government  through  issuance of limited 
entry  licenses  countervails  practices  or  attitudes  among  small  boat  fishermen  that  reference  individual  self-interest 
to  collective  organisation  and  outcome (cf. ACIIESON, 1979; ANDERSEN, 1979 ; DAVIS,  1984).  Once  the  individual 
captain is in  possession  of the privilege,  livelihood success is  a  measure of his/her  ability  to  exercise  the  privilege 
in his/her  individual  self-interest.  Co-operation,  while  possible, is not  the  idea  residing  at  the  core of the sort of 
rationality  presumed  in  this mode1 (cf. CLARK, 1981).  In  fact,  the  resistance to sublimation of individual  prerogative 
evident  among  the  membership  suggests  that  organisational  slack is quite  fragile an attribute.  Members  unwilling  to 
perceive  their  most  elemental  self-interest in  the  Co-operative are likely  intolerant  to  abiding  dissatisfaction  for  long. 
While  management  would  woe  the  presumption  rather  than  nurturance  of  slack,  numerous  of the members  threaten 
slack  through  their  utilitarian  posture,  a  condition  aided  and  abetted by the  utilitarian  rationality  inherent to DFO 
regulatory  policy.  Indeed,  taken to its  logical  conclusion,  cultivation of individualistic  utilitarian  rationality  among 
small  boat  fishermen  will  erode  organisational  slack  and,  thereby,  threaten  the  viability of  Co-operatives as attractive 
alternative  forms of organisation (4). 
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